BLOCKCHAIN
Immense Applications

The New Revolution

Block chain
The blockchain process of transacting and storing information on
a decentralized, distributed ledger yields many benefits for
enterprise application data:
• An integrated network, updated in real-time with always-consistent data

• Ability to set rules for each blockchain enforces compliance
• Tracing data from provenance to present to reduce disputes or
discourage frauds
• Increased efficiency of industry processes, reduced auditing costs

• Consent, protection, and control of consumer/customer data
• High level of trust in repository of transactional data

Block chain

The Ancient Indian Practice
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Myth – 1 : The Blockchain is a magical database in the cloud
Myth – 2 : Blockchain is going to change the world
Myth – 3 : Blockchain is free
Myth – 4 : There is only one Blockchain
Myth – 5 : Blockchain can be used for everything
Myth – 6 : The Blockchain can be the backbone of a global economy
Myth – 7 : The Blockchain ledger is locked and irrevocable
Myth – 8 : Blockchain records can never be hacked or altered
Myth – 9 : Blockchain can only be used in the financial sector
Myth – 10 : Blockchain is Bitcoin
Myth – 11 : Blockchain is designed for Business interactions only
Myth – 12 : Smart contracts have the same legal value as regular contracts

Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth – 1 : The Blockchain is a magical database in the cloud
The Blockchain is conceptually a flat file – a linear list of simple transaction
records. This list is append only so entries are never deleted but instead the file
grows indefinitely and must be replicated in every node in the peer-to-peer
network.
Blockchain doesn‘t allow to store any type of physical information like a Word
document or a pdf file. It can only provide a proof-of-existence the distributed
ledger can only contain a code that certifies the existence of a certain document but
not the document itself.
The file, however, can be stored in data lakes, the access to which is controlled by
the owner of the information.

Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth – 2 : Blockchain is going to change the world
Blockchain can be used for complex and technical transactions – such as verifying
the authenticity of a diamond or the identity of a person.
Blockchain application can also be used for the bill of lading in trade finance
which would be revolutionary in terms of cost reduction and transaction speed.
While Blockchain can support these cases and mitigate the risk of a fraudster
tampering with the ledger, it does not eradicate the threat of fraud online and it
still raises questions over confidentiality.
Additionally, the use of Blockchain technology will still be inefficient for many of
these cases when compared to maintaining a traditional ledger.

Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth – 3 : Blockchain is free
Despite the commonly held belief, Blockchain is neither cheap nor efficient to run.
 It involves multiple computers solving mathematical algorithms to agree a final
immutable result, which becomes the so-called single version of truth (SVT).
Each block in the Blockchain typically uses a large amount of computing power to
solve and someone needs to pay for all this computer power that supports the
Blockchain service.
Myth – 4 : There is only one Blockchain
There are many different technologies that go by the name Blockchain. They come in
public and private versions, open and closed source, general purpose and tailored to
specific solutions.
The common denominator is that they are sheared up by crypto are distributed and have
some form of consensus mechanism.
Bitcoin‘s Blockchain, Ethereum, Hyperledger, Corda, and IBM and Microsoft‘s
Blockchain-as-a-service can all be classified as Distributed Ledger Technologies.
Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth – 5 : Blockchain can be used for everything
Even though the code is powerful, it's not magical.
Bitcoin and Blockchain developers can be orthodox and it's easy to understand the
reason.
For many, the Blockchain is an authority tied to mathematics, not the government
or lawyers.
In the minds of some developers, the Blockchain and smart contracts will one day
replace money, lawyers, and other arbitration bodies.
Yet the code is limited to the number of cryptocurrency transactions in the chain
itself and cryptocurrency is still far from mainstream.

Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth – 6 : The Blockchain can be the backbone of a global economy
No national, or corporate entity owns or controls the Blockchain.
For this reason, evangelists hope private Blockchains can provide foundational
support for dozens of encrypted and trusted crypto currencies.
Superficially, the Bitcoin Blockchain appears massive.
Yet a Gartner report recently claimed the size of the Blockchain is similar in scale
to the NASDAQ network.
If cryptocurrency takes off and records are generated larger, this may change.
The Blockchain network is roughly analogous to contemporary financial networks.

Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth – 7 : The Blockchain ledger is locked and irrevocable
Analogous large-scale transaction databases like bank records are by their nature,
private and tied to specific financial institutions.
The power of Blockchain is that the code is public, transactions are verifiable and
the network is cryptographically secure.
Fraudulent transactions double spends in industry parlance are rejected by the
network, preventing fraud.
Because mining the chain provides a financial incentive in the form of Bitcoin, it is
largely believed that rewriting historic transactions is not in the financial interest
of participants.
As of now now, as computational resources improve with time, so too does the
potential for deception.
The impact of future processing power on the integrity of the contemporary
Blockchain remains unclear.
Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth –8 : Blockchain records can never be hacked or altered
One of the main selling points about Blockchains is their inherent permanence and
transparency.
When people hear that, they often think that means that Blockchains are
invulnerable to outside attacks.
No system or database will ever be completely secure but the larger and more
distributed the network, the more secure it is.
What Blockchains can provide to applications that are developed on top of them is
a way of catching unauthorized changes to records.

Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth –9 : Blockchain can only be used in the financial sector
Blockchain started to create waves in the financial sector because of its first
application the bitcoin cryptocurrency which directly impacted this field.
Although Blockchain has numerous areas of application, finance is undeniably one
of them.
The important challenges that this technology brings to the financial world pushed
international banks such as Goldman Sachs or Barclays to heavily invest in it.
 Outside the financial sector, Blockchain can and will be used in real estate,
healthcare or even at a personal scale to create a digital identity.
Individuals could potentially store a proof-of-existence of medical data on the
Blockchain and provide access to pharmaceutical companies in exchange for
money.

Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth –10 : Blockchain is Bitcoin
As Bitcoin is more famous than the underlying technology Blockchain many
people get confused between the two.
Blockchain is a technology that allows peer-to-peer transactions to be recorded on
a distributed ledger across the network. These transactions are stored in blocks
and each block is linked to the previous one, therefore creating a chain. Thus, each
block contains a complete and time-stamped record of all the transactions that
occurred in the network. On the Blockchain, everything is transparent and
permanent. No one can change or remove a transaction from the ledger.
Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency that makes electronic payment possible directly
between two people without going through a third party like a bank. Bitcoins are
created and stored in a virtual wallet. Since there are no intermediaries between
the two parties, no one can control the crypto currency. Hence, the number of
bitcoins that will ever be released is limited and defined by a mathematical
algorithm.
Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Myths about Blockchain
Myth –11 : Blockchain is designed for Business interactions only
Experts in Blockchain are convinced that this technology will change the world
and the global economy just like dot-coms did in the early 90‘s.
Hence, it is not only open to big corporations but it is also accessible to everyone
everywhere.
If all it takes is an Internet connection to use the Blockchain, one can easily
imagine how many people worldwide will be able to interact with each other.
Myth – 12 : Smart contracts have the same legal value as regular contracts
Currently, smart contracts are just pieces of code that execute actions automatically when
certain conditions are met.
Therefore, they are not considered as regular contracts from a legal perspective.
However, they can be used as a proof of whether or not a certain task has been
accomplished. Despite their uncertain legal value, smart contracts are very powerful tools
especially when combined with the internet-of-things (IoT).
Source : https://datafloq.com/read/12-myths-about-blockchain-technology/3522

Opportunities in Blockchain
E-Commerce

Digital Rights

Global Payments
Remittance
P2P Lending

Escrow

Microfinance

Equity

Healthcare

Private Markets

Title Records

Debt

Ownership

Crowdfunding
Derivatives
Source : https://www.pac-blockchain.com/blockchain-technology/

Voting
Intellectual Property

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Digital identity, identification, and
authentication
• ShoCard
ShoCard is a digital identity card used
through a mobile app.
It's the one identity verification system
that works the way consumers and
businesses need it to for security,
privacy, and always-on fraud
protection.
ShoCard allows users and enterprises
to establish their identities with one
another in a secure, verified way so that
any transaction–whether it‘s to login,
share personal information, or
complete a financial transaction–can be
accomplished quickly, seamlessly and
with peace of mind.
Source : https://shocard.com/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Digital identity, identification, and authentication
• ShoCard – How it works

Source : https://shocard.com/how-it-works/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Digital identity, identification, and authentication
• ShoCard – How it works

Source : https://shocard.com/how-it-works/

Block chain in Digital Id
• Blockchain technologies make tracking and managing digital identities both
secure and efficient, resulting in seamless sign-on and reduced fraud.
• Blockchain technology uniquely authenticates ID in an irrefutable, immutable,
and secure manner and are based on irrefutable identity verification using digital
signatures based on public key cryptography.
• In blockchain identity authentication, the only check performed is whether or not
the transaction was signed by the correct private key. It is inferred that whoever
has access to the private key is the owner and the exact identity of the owner is
deemed irrelevant.
• Blockchain Identity Use Cases: Passports,E-Residency,Birth Certificates,Wedding
Certificates and all kinds of certificates

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
E- Voting
• e-Residency of Estonia
The program allows non-Estonians access to Estonian services such as company
formation, banking, payment processing, and taxation. The program gives the e-resident
a smart card which they can use to sign documents. The program is aimed towards
location-independent entrepreneurs such as software developers and writers.
An application for e-residency can be made online by filling in a form, supplying a scan of
a national passport and a photograph, and giving the reason for applying.
Successful applicants would be invited to an interview in Tallinn or an Estonian embassy
about three months after applying and would then, if successful, be issued with their
card.
The certificates of the document are valid for three years. After that period, if a person
wishes to continue using e-services, they have to apply for a new document. The
application process will be the same as when they first applied. A state fee needs to be
paid again when they submit a new application.
Source : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-Residency_of_Estonia

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
E- Voting

• e-Residency of Estonia – How to start a company

Submit
application and
get Digital ID
Pay state fee
for application
and choose a
pickup
location for
your Digital
ID.

Choose service
provider and
form company

Register
company in
Estonia

Apply for
business
banking

Participate
in our
community

Obtain an address
and contact person
in Estonia and help
defining business
structure.

Pay state fee for
company
registration and
form your
company‘s
structure.

Find a fintech
partner in our
service provider
marketplace to
cover your
company banking
needs.

Be an active
member of the eResidency
Community and
network
globally to grow
your business.

Source : https://e-resident.gov.ee/start-a-company/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
E- Voting
• Estonia Government Case Study
1) To cast an online vote in Estonia, a voter logs in with an electronic ID and makes a
selection. The vote is encrypted and digitally signed in a double envelope scheme.
2) The vote is sent over a secure connection to a digital ballot box. The system uses the
digital signature to authenticate the vote, and then strips it away to protect voter
anonymity
3) The encrypted votes are then transferred to a mixnet, where they are shuffled through
three to five layers of servers or nodes to prevent hackers from tracing the votes back to
individual voters.
4) To decrypt the votes, a quorum of electoral board members must gather and plug in a
set of PIN-protected tokens in order to recover a cryptographic key that has been split
among them.
5) The decrypted votes are tallied by an air-gapped server that is not connected to the
Internet or to any other part of the online voting process.
Source : https://spectrum.ieee.org/telecom/internet/online-voting-isnt-as-flawed-as-you-thinkjust-ask-estonia

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
E- Voting

• Estonia Government Case Study

Source : https://spectrum.ieee.org/telecom/internet/online-voting-isnt-as-flawed-as-you-thinkjust-ask-estonia

Opportunities in Blockchain
• Healthcare

Back
Blockchain

Health organizations provide
services to patients

Each transaction is stored
on blockchain, containing
patient‘s public (nonidentifiable) ID

Clinical data is tracked in
existing health IT systems
Standard data fields & a patient‘s
public ID are redirected to the
blockchain via APIs

Smart contract processes
incoming transactions
Patient‘s private key links
their identity to blockchain
data

Blockchain
Health organizations &
institutions submit their
queries via APIs
Non-identifiable patient info.
E.g. age, gender, illness is
viewable
Data can be analyzed to
uncover new insights
Source : https://innovatemedtec.com/digital-health/blockchain

Private key can be
shared with new
health organizations
Data remains nonidentifiable to
those without key

With the key organizations
can then uncover patient‘s
data

Opportunities in Blockchain
• Healthcare

Back

Unlike conventional medical records databases, every entry or modification becomes a
new, sequential data block within the blockchain. Whether entering new patient data, or
updating a patient‘s contact information, every change becomes a new record with its own
date and timestamp.
Private blockchains have their place within local or regional healthcare systems but
nationalized blockchain solutions offer the greatest benefit for patients and healthcare
providers.
Each participant connected to the blockchain network has a secret private key and a public
key that acts as an openly visible identifier.
The pair is cryptographically linked such that identification is possible in only one
direction using the private key. As such, one must have the private key in order to unlock
a participant‘s identity to uncover what information on the blockchain is relevant to their
profile.
Source : https://igniteoutsourcing.com/publications/blockchain-business-applications/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Job Market
• Appii
It is used to build a verified CV on the Blockchain
The APPII platform allows individuals to create
dynamic career profiles which are verified using
blockchain technology. These ‗Intelligent Profiles‘
represent the first time in the global recruitment
industry that candidates can use blockchain
technology to verify qualifications, career history,
and other career achievements.
During the hiring process or after a job offer,
employers often ask for references to validate
what you say on your CV is correct. This can be
time consuming and delay the hiring cycle. A
Verified CV is a CV that has been authenticated at
the beginning of your job search
Source : http://www.onrec.com/news/launch/appii-launches-world%E2%80%99s-first-blockchain-career-verification-platform

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Job Market
• Appii – How it is verified

Source : https://appii.io/features/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Job Market
• Appii
The blockchain technology ensures that the verification activity only happens once and is
stored securely and permanently for any person or organisation that wishes to view it.
The technology also eradicates double handling and processing by multiple verification
providers.
For recruiters, this collaboration not only provides the reassurance that all information on
a candidates‘ application is accurate, but also significantly reduces the cost and time to
hire – a major benefit to employers, particularly in the public sector and financial services,
where extensive personal background checks take place.
For candidates, the blockchain-based Intelligent Profiles act as an assurance that they will
be measured on their achievements, rather than the format of their CV.
Individuals can add their education, professional training, and work experience to their
Intelligent Profile, and use QR codes to record continuing professional development and
course attendance. Every assertion added to the platform can be verified by the relevant
institution or employer and stored securely and permanently, completely free of charge.
The platform uses biometric identification to ensure the validity of candidates. Going far
beyond basic identity verification, APPII‘s technology uses biometric scanning to compare
a selfie taken on its mobile application with official photographic identification.
Source : http://www.onrec.com/news/launch/appii-launches-world%E2%80%99s-first-blockchain-career-verification-platform

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Diamonds

• Everledger
UK-based Everledger has recorded details of more than 1.6 million of them on a
blockchain, storing data such as their size, colour, carat and certificate number
which can be inscribed by laser on the crown or girdle of the stone.
High resolution imagery is used which means diamonds can still be matched to
their digital twins on the blockchain, even if the unique identifying numbers
which are invisibly etched into the stones are removed.
The technology has enabled diamond suppliers along with intermediaries like
border agents to replace a paper certification process with a blockchain ledger.
The process involves using computer scanning tools to access digital vault and to
determine the provenance of any diamond.

Source : http://fortune.com/2017/09/12/diamond-blockchain-everledger/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Diamonds

• Everledger
Takes Possession

Jeweler

Attempts to Sell
Requests
Ownership
Verification

Insurance Co.

X40 + GIA

Notifies

Ledger

Recognizes
Stolen
Diamond

Ledger
Automatically
Synchronized

Source : https://twitter.com/reach2ratan/status/844020785794682880
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Opportunities in Blockchain
• Digital Rights

Back

 Digital Right Management System (DRM) with blockchain would be useful as a common rights
repository for content owners and could even enable the transfer of rights between users.
 Benefits can be availed by using blockchain to implement DRM protection including a high level of
decentralized security. If user permissions to purchase and access files can be stored on and
verified by a blockchain digital ledger, user can download and use their files in a more flexible
manner.
 Each user's rights are encoded on a dedicated blockchain. This ledger begins with a genesis block,
which stores identifying information about that user. When the user acquires rights to certain
content – by purchasing a movie download, for example – those rights are committed to the
blockchain.
 EditionGuard is one of the companies which is looking into the potential benefits of blockchain
technology for its e-book DRM solutions.
 With blockchain DRM for e-books, it may be possible for users in the future to see a lot more
flexibility and ease of use in terms of the apps, e-readers and devices they use to interact with their
digital products.
Source : https://www.quora.com/Who-is-working-on-blockchain-DRM-for-digital-content
https://www.coindesk.com/sony-eyes-blockchain-use-for-digital-rights-data/

Opportunities in Blockchain
• Intellectual Property

Back

Blockchain technology will be useful in allowing intellectual property creators to store
their art or inventions on a secure ledger, so they can keep track of a verifiable copy of
their original work
With the help of Blockchain, Intellectual Property creators can safely store their
unregistered works in a secure ledger and timestamp them for later registration and
protection.
By storing their information in a blockchain, they can ensure their work will not be
tampered with or lost, and they maintain decentralized proof of it.
Authors or patent inventors can safely store a time-stamped cryptographic digest of their
writing or designs in the blockchain so that if they decide to bring a lawsuit for violation
before registering their work or while in the process of registering it, they can easily prove
when it first existed.
Also, blockchain could allow creators to track the use and chain of title of their work
through licenses, sub-licenses, and assignments in the system, and automatically disable a
licensee‘s ability to trade once the rights expire.

Source : http://www.fordhamiplj.org/2017/10/04/blockchain-intellectual-property-bitcoin-technology-might-change-ip-protection-registry/

Client Applications

Apps: Registrar , Water ,Electricity
board Bank , Real estate agency etc.

Registrar

Water board

Bank

Verify Agency

Consortium of Property Facility Service Provider (CPFSP)

Participants : Govt./Public/Private legal agency registered in India

CPFSP-1

Electricity board

Insurance

Real estate

CPFSP SDKs / APIs

CPFSP-2

CPFSP-3

CPFSP-4

Middle ware

Blockchain Network

Block chain in Distributed Cloud Storage
• Current cloud storage services are centralized — thus you the users must
place trust in a single storage provider. ―They‖ control all of your online
assets.
• On the other hand with the Blockchain, this can become decentralized.
• Storj is beta-testing cloud storage using a Blockchain-powered network to
improve security and decrease dependency.
• Users can rent out their excess storage capacity, Airbnb-style, creating
new marketplaces.
• Anyone on the internet can store your data at a pre-agreed price. Hashing
and having the data in multiple locations are the keys to securing it.
• Storj.io and factom are two start-ups exploring this idea. After encrypting
your data, it is sent out to a network with easy to track basic metadata.

Blockchain for Cyber security

• The distributed nature of blockchain ledgers provide a number of security
advantages over typical data warehouses. Given that blockchain networks have no
single access point (for infiltration), the threat of hacking is diminished.

• In Hackernoon, SteelKiwi writes that “in order to destroy or corrupt a blockchain, a
hacker would have to destroy the data stored on every user’s computer in the global
network. This could be millions of computers, with each one storing a copy of data.”

• “Unless the hacker could simultaneously bring down an entire network (which is
near impossible), undamaged computers, also known as “nodes”, would continue
running to verify and keep record of all the data on the network.

• In a decentralized system, no single player or entity can override the chain without
notice. This protects against corruption and restores power back to the nodes .

• Eradicating the power of cyber-attackers has major implications for enterprises, who
currently spend billions of dollars a year safeguarding their information.

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Internet of Things (IoT)

Databroker DAO
DataBroker DAO is the first marketplace to sell & buy sensor data.
As a decentralized marketplace for IoT sensor data using Blockchain technology,
Databroker DAO enables sensor owners to turn generated data into revenue
streams.
Data will be used and become more effective.

Source : https://databrokerdao.com/whitepaper/WHITEPAPER_DataBrokerDAO_en.pdf

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Internet of Things (IoT)

Databroker DAO
 Via their gateway operator, the sensor owners place the data generated by their sensors up for sale
(while staking some of their DTX tokens) and buyers can discover and purchase access to the data
using that same DTX token.
 The gateway operator will run their own Ethereum mainnet blockchain node and run the opensource DataBrokerDAO dAPI (distributed API) on top.
 Data generated by the sensors of their clients is sent (within the same datacenter) to their dAPI
which check who has purchased access and send the data directly on to the location specified by
the buyer on purchasing.
 Since the gateway operator is already set up to deal with the data their clients generate, routing
purchased data streams to a location on the internet is a straightforward extension.
 For doing so, the gateway operator is awarded 10% of each transaction in DTX tokens. The
platform also earns 10% and, most importantly, the lion share goes to the sensor owner receiving
80% of the proceeds
Source : https://databrokerdao.com/whitepaper/WHITEPAPER_DataBrokerDAO_en.pdf

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Internet of Things (IoT)
Databroker DAO - The diagram below demonstrates how these stakeholders interact in DataBroker
DAO.
Datasilos
Sensor owners

Sensors

Sensor owners
get remunerated
in DATA utility
tokens
Enhanced data is
resold via DataBroker
DAO

Network Operators

Network operators
get recompensed in
DATA utility tokens

DataBroker DAO
Smart Contract
buy

Data processors

API check access
rights in the Smart
Contract
Buyers purchase
access using DATA
utility tokens

Data buyers
Source : https://databrokerdao.com/whitepaper/WHITEPAPER_DataBrokerDAO_en.pdf

Network operator
streams sensor
data to the API

DataBroker DAO
API Gateway
Purchased data flows to the buyers
either via the DataBroker DAO
private blockchain network, IPFS
or traditional cloud solutions

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Content management/distribution

• Brave
Brave blocks ads and trackers by default so you browse faster and safer.
There are 3 ways to use Brave :
 Privacy by default : The modern web is full of parasitic ads and trackers. They follow you from
site to site, learning all they can about you, and at times may even push malware. Brave takes a
strong stand against these types of bad actors. Ads and trackers are blocked by default,
protecting your privacy.
 Contribute : Decide if you want to donate to sites. There are two ways: Set up automatic microdonations. Brave will automatically divide a monthly donation among the top sites you visit or
you can decide which sites get what percentage of your donation. It‘s called pinning.
 Basic Attention Token : Brave Payments utilizes the Basic Attention Token for contributions to
your favorite content creators.

Source : https://brave.com/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Content management/distribution

• Brave
Brave User
www.webpage.com

Brave sends anonymised
signals to ad inventory
partner who sends better
ads back

Brave Browser blocks wasteful ads
and tracking, then creates higher
quality anonymous intent signals
Brave Privacy Shield

Brave sends anonymous
attribution to publishers

Brave Publisher

Brave User

BAT
Brave sends BAT to
publishers to support
their content
Source : https://www.coindesk.com/web-browser-brave-to-launch-ico-for-ethereum-ad-token/

BAT

new ad
new ad

Brave sends BAT to
users as a reward for
their attention

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Content management/distribution

• Brave

Source : https://gomedici.com/brave-software-raises-35m-dollar-funding/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Content management/distribution

• Brave - Benefits
Privacy : Brave never sees the sites you browse. If you use a search engine such as
Google, then anything you type in the search bar will be recorded by Google —
but not by Brave servers.
Money : Brave makes money by taking 5% of any donations and after it is fully
implemented – a small cut of advertising that is placed with consent. Brave even
shares some revenue with you - at least as much as we receive.
Trust : It's difficult to do something sneaky when you are an open source
company. Anyone can audit what the Brave software code is doing.

Source : https://brave.com/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Traceability of food products and supply chain audit
• Provenance
Provenance is a software service for product-making businesses to share the story and
impact behind their products at the point of sale. It helps businesses be transparent on
three levels:
 business level (e.g. where‘s the company based?),
 product level (e.g. supply chain mapping), and
 item level (e.g. when was this batch made?).

Provenance enables businesses to easily collate their data, along with open data, and also
verify key information (e.g. is this product organic?) on an immutable data ledger called a
blockchain.
Provenance enables every physical product to come with a digital passport that proves
authenticity like Is this product what it claims to be? and origin like where does this
product come from?, creating an auditable record of the journey behind all physical
products.
The potential benefits for businesses, as well as for society and the environment, are hard
to overstate preventing the selling of fake goods, as well as the problem of double
spending of certifications present in current systems.
Source : https://impacttlimited.com/provenance-blockchain-innovators/

Non-Financial Use Cases of Blockchain
Traceability of food products and supply chain audit

• Provenance – How it works

Thank you. We look forward to doing business with you.
Please feel free to get in touch and we shall be glad to provide you the necessary information over
email or in person.

